The effects of the so-called s-d interaction on transport phenomena of ferromagnetic metals and alloys are discussed. Electrical and thermal conductivities and thermoelectric effect are calculated with the simple molecular field approximation, and an anomalous thermoelectric effect is expected in these substances. In sufficiently low temperatures, the disordering of spin system is described by the collective mode of spin wave. The calculations of transport coefficient by using the spin wave approximation are also carried out. § 1. Introduction
In ferromagnetic metals and alloys the most characteristic interaction is the so-called s-d interaction, namely, the spin exchange interaction between the conduction and the unfilled inner shell electrons (hereafter referred to as c-and uelectrons respectively). One of the main effects of this interaction is the effective spin exchange interaction between u-electrons which were treated firstly by Zener 1 ) and in detail by us 2 ) and Yosida 3 ).
The other one of the main effects is the scattering mechanism of c-electrons which has the important contribution to the transport phenomena. The effects on the electrical resistivity are already treated by us 4 ) for ferromagnetic metals and by Yosida 5 ) for dilute alloys using the simple molecular field approximation. The problems concerning the effect on the superconductivity we treated in another paper6). Here we treat the effects of s-d interaction on the thermal resistivity and the thermoelectric force using the molecular field approximation. The anomalous thermoelectric force is expected to occur in these substances. The thermal conductivity by the spin diffusion seems to be also important because of the long range character of the s-d interaction. Furthermore the transport coefficient in sufficiently low temperatures are also calculated with the use of the spin wave approximation. § 2. Fundalllcntal standpoints To solve the Boltzmann Equation rigorously, because for the discussion of the thermoelectric force careful treatment is required, we use here the following simplified model. where He IS approximated by
where lz means the mean value of the z-component of the total angular momentum j nz located in each magnetic ion, J (0) the s-d exchange integral, Ni the number of magnetic ions per unit volume, therefore in metals Ni=N, and g the Lande's g-factor. In most cases, He is much smaller than the Fermi energy (.
Oi) The other scattering mechanisms than the s-d exchange interaction, such as electron-phonon and electron-non magnetic impurity atoms, are neglected in our treatment. These effects are discussed in later sections.
(iii) The Hamiltonian of the s-d interaction is given by
where ak1i and at1i mean respectively the creation and annihilation operators of electron with wave vector k and spin quantum number J)= ± 1/2, J(q) the exchange integral and A (q) the interacti9n except the exchange integral. 
n and thus the distribution of j~ is given by
jz (v) The scattering matrix element is given by the Born approximation. The transition probability, where the spin direction of c-electron does not change, namely, the first two processes of Eq. (3), is given by
In dilute alloys,
where lz and ;; mean the values of Ie and j z 2 averaged by using Eq. (5).
Furthermore, we assumed that (]z-j~) and in dilute alloys the positions of magnetic ions are perfectly at random and have no correlation in each other. On the other hand, the transition probabilities, where the spin directions change each other, namely, the last two processes of Eq. (3), are given by (7) where ± mean respectively the process~s in which the spin direction of c-electron becomes ±. Also in the above treatment we assumed that there are no correlation between magnetic ions. It is noticeable that between V ± (q) there is a relation where
Using these assumptions, both the drift and collision terms of Bloch equations concerning c-electrons with ± spin directions are written as 
(15)
Then, the Bloch equations are solved easily and give the following results
where 
and ]z, J;, etc., are given by
( (<T-'),,~o= 32~; :::
and (42) in dilute alloys.
It is also easily seen from the above mentioned char actor that the electrical resistivity decreases when the external magnetic field is applied because x increases by the application of the external magnetic field. 
In metals, if F( E) is replaced approximately by unity, the result of [Il is obtained, namely
In dilute alloys.
In metals L has a nearly constant value (1[2/3) (IC/ e) 2 over the whole range of x. This result is caused by the assumption of the isotropic scattering. As is seen in later section, if this assumption is not adopted L changes markedly from the value 
The first term corresponds to the ordinary mechanism, namely this is characteristic of the isotropic scattering. 
The temperature range where the above equation is applicable corresponds to that where the electrical resistance is nearly determined by the residual resistance. In Eq. ( 45) In the preceding sections we calculated transport coefficients using the simplest molecular field model. But in sufficiently low temperatures, the magnetic ordered state may be represented by some kind of collective mode. In dilute alloys, however, it is a very complicated problem to treat the ordered state on the collective description. On the other hand, in metals the collective description of the ordered state is possible as was done in the previous paper.2J Therefore we treat in this section only the metaltic ferromagnetics such as rare earth metals.
To perform the calculation we use the following model. (i) The magnetic spin system is always in the local thermal equilibrium. The justification of this assumption may be fairly complicated because in a rigorous treatment the phonon system should be also considered, and then the so-called U mklapp process becomes important. (2) We assume here that the collective mode of the spin system is represented by the so-called spin wave mode and that the energy spectrum of the spin wave with wave vector Ji is written by 8(k).
(iii) Because we consider only sufficiently low temperature range, we adopt only the process in which only the one spin wave quantum is emitted or absorbed.
(iv) The square of the transition matrix element is given by (53) where ± correspond respectively to the emission and the absorption of the spin wave, and N(q) means the distribution function of the spin wave with wave vector q in the thermal equilibrium, namely
Then we can write the Bloch equations concerning the electrons of :1: spin directions. The drift terms are same as Eq. (10). In collision terms of Eq.
(11), the first term proportional to W ± (q) vanishes because it represents two spin wave processes, and only the last two terms are available substituting Eq. (53) for V ± (q) and E (q) for Ho. Now, however, because it is impossible to solve these Bloch equations rigorously, we use here the technique of the total balance method.7) The assumptions adopted for the following calculation are as follows.
(v 
and adopting only the leading terms with respect to KT / E (qo) , where qo means the maximum wave vector of spin wave mode, we obtain (¢o:: k±~) =T~:~;-' 1 )
where On the otherhand, the denominators of Land 18 vanish if we take only the leading term of Eq. (75). Therefore we must calculate the values of L and ~ in such a very low temperature range using the full expressions as given in Appendix II. However, in such a very low temperature range, we must consider the following facts that (i) The approximation to replace C±(c) by C~+C;c becomes very poor. (ii) The Raman process in which one spin wave is absorped and the other one emitted becomes important because in this process there are no lower limit with respect to q. (iii) Furthermore, in actual case, the transport phenomena of such a low temperature range are determined mostly by residual resistance. The more detailed calculation by considering such a circumstance may be carried out in future. He! Eo is in general of the order of 10 and In Xo is not so large (see § 5) .
In this case L f (q, x)] is written as where

_ 1 He ko xo-----------------,
In the case of antiferromagnetic ordering the same treatment is possible (see Appeneix II). For example, the explicit results of the case A are given as follows. (82) (83)
where (85) and t=KT/ Eo.
In antiferromagnetic ordering, He becomes zero and thus the anomalous term of e;
proportional to He! r; disappears. § 5. Conclusions and discussions 0) By s-d interaction, anomalous thermoelectric force as well as electrical and thermal resistivities appears both in ferromagnetic metals ·and alloys.
(ii) For the more qualitative discussions we take Gd as an example of ferromagnetic metals. Then using a free electron model we can obtain the following values.
n/N=3, ( 
Eo IS also determined experimentally by T M as follows,
where T M is obtained as an effective Curie temperature by extrapolating the . magnetization curve of the range where T3/2 law is applicable in a good approximation. In Gd we obtain the following results. however, not available.
(iii) As is well-known, the electrical reSIstIVIty by the ordinary electron phonon interaction, say PeT)) is proportional to T 5 in temperature sufficiently lower than the Debye temperature. While the resistivity by s-d exchange interaction, say P8(I> is proportional to T2 from Eq. (78). Therefore the following behaviour of P is expected that in sufficiently low temperature P8(l overcomes PeT) and p is proportional to T2. In Gd, however, the temperature dependence of p differs from the expected behaviour. This result seems to be owing to the fact that in rare earth metals the temperature dependence of Pep may be fairly different from that of the ordinary theory because of the complicated band structure and thus it is very difficult to separate pinto (lep and P,<rl in good accuracy. For example, the electrical resistivity of La at sufficiently low temperature is rather proportional to T. Recently Mannari pointed out that in Fe P changes with T2 in low temperature.
g )
In the transition metals, too, Pep seems to be fairly different from that of the ordinary theory as is seen in Pd and Wand thus it is still ambiguous whether this temperature dependence is due to the s-d interaction or not.
(iv) In rare earth metals the thermal conductivity has not so far been measured. In the above calculations we neglected the thermal flow due to spin diffusion or spin wave flow. But it seems for me that the effect of spin diffusion may be important because of the long range character of the s-d interaction. The more detailed discussion about this point may be made in future.
(v) For an example of dilute alloys we take up here the Cu-Mn alloys as one of the simplest substances because Mn+ + is in the state of 5 S and has no orbital momentum. Notwithstanding of this circumstance the actual magnetic state of Cu-Mn alloys seems to be fairly complicated and the interactions other than the s-d interaction seems to be important for the magnetic ordering. However, with respect to the electrical and thermal resistivities the results of Eqs. (40) and (44) do not depend so sensitively on the character of the magnetic ordering and the, agreement with the experimental results is fairly good as was shown by Yosida. For a more quantitative discussions we take up the sample of 1.8 atomic per cent Mn IO ) which was chosen by Yosida for the discussion of the anomalous electrical resistivity. Then using the free electron model we obtain the following values. From the above value it is easily seen that the term proportional to Heir; in Eq.
(52) is smaller than that proportional to J (0) / A (0) and thus we can use Eq.
(50) in a good approximation. The graph of 8 given by Eq. (50) is plotted in Fig. 2 . The anomalous thermoelectric effect is very much larger than the normal part. For example, the maximum value of the anomalous part is 350 times of the normal part at looK.
Even in the case of non-ferromagnetic ordering, the anomalous part of e is observable by applying strong magnetic field. For example, using a simplest model, we can replace Ho by (93) and taking only the linear terms with respect to the external field H, we obtain 
and we can see that when the external field of 10 4 gauss IS applied the anomalous part dominates the normal part in the temperature range lower than 22°K.
Measurement of (0 in various Cu alloys has been carried out so far U ) and the anomalously large values of 8 were observed in samples which exhibit resistance anomalies. It seems to me that one of the mechanisms of such anomalous thermoelectric power may be what is considered in this paper. However, because 8 depends sensitively on the ordered states of impurity atoms or the band structure of Cu and these are considered as fairly complicated in Cu alloys (the sign of 8 in pure Cu is inverse from that predicted by the free electron model), the detailed qualitative comparison between our theoretical and experimental values is not tried here. Measurement in a strong magnetic field or in alkaline metals is desired.
(vi) The mechanism of anomalous thermoelectric power may be recognized as follows. When temperature gradient f7 T exists, the electron distribution function f(.k) changes from the thermal equilibrium values as shown in Fig. 3a . On the other hand, the inelastic scattering causes a mixing as shown in Fig. 3a and thus the stationary distribution function becomes such as shown in Fig. 3b . If there are no other different circumstances between the systems of ± spin electron, the situation of Fig. 3b exhibits no anomalous thermoelectric current. However, if there are some differences between ± spin electrons, for example, the difference of the transition probability of elastic scattering in dilute alloys or the existence of the effective field in metallic ferromagnetics, the anomalous thermoelectric current flows as shown in Fig. 3c and thus 8 
Appendix I
The integrals to be solved are such as (AI)
When n means an even number, we can write the integrand as follows,
The first integral is easily performable. The second integral is also performable using the following relation,
Thus In IS obtained as follows,
When n means an odd number, we can calculate In as follows, If one wihes to obtain the ordinary results of electron-phonon interaction, the following simplification should be made. (i) The behaviours of the electron systems with ± spin directions are' equivalent and thus in the matrix of Eq. (A13) fio and fil should be put zero and the second and fourth lines of the matrix be omitted.
(ii) The effect of the scattering mechanisms becomes twice that in the above case because in the present case the two mechanisms corresponding to the emission and absorption of phonons are available. (iii) The transition probability given by Eq. 
and this gives just the same result as that calculated by Sondheimer and Wilson using the second order variational method.
In the case of the antiferromagnetic ordering, the situation IS just the same as that of the electron phonon interaction and the matrix of (A23) is also applicable. The explicit forms of (¢~!J1~~o) are given as follows. 
